
Marcel prepared some incredible kudu meat pies for lunch 
and fresh orange mango juice. It was the prettiest, tastiest juice 

that I ever had!
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My sable. 

Mr Bacon Bits - Yummy!

stayed put. Dad could have easily shot any one 
of the other kudu, but he wanted the big-bodied 
unicorn bull with his recurve. The big bull 
didn’t budge for 30-plus minutes but finally 
he made his approach. As he approached, the 

other kudu moved out of his way. When the 
bull was at 25 yards quartering away Dad sent 
a 150-grain Buzzcut angled into its vitals. 
The bull jumped and bolted out to 75 yards, 
stopped, swayed, and fell! D

ad was shaking and kept mumbling, “stay 
down, stay down.” Dad wouldn’t even 
celebrate until he was absolutely positive the 
unicorn beast was down for good. We finally 
convinced Dad, that the kudu was down for 
good when a vulture landed on the bull! I’m 
not kidding! Reality finally hit Dad and the 
celebration was on! Even with one horn the 
kudu looked like Goliath. What an awesome 
trophy especially since it was his first recurve 
four-legged critter! I was so happy for him. Dad 
always passes the shot and lets me shoot, but 
now I understand why. The feeling, emotions 
and jump-out-of-your-skin excitement that 
you experience while watching someone live 
their dream is priceless!

How would we ever top this day? Well, 
Johan came up with a plan while we were 
sitting around the fire staring at hot coals. He 
pointed to the hot coals and said, “Ty, do you 
know what I see?” I gave him the go-ahead-
and-tell-me look and smiled. He said, “I see 
us back at the impala blind in the morning, 
and you are at full draw on that monster sable 
bull!” “That is our plan for the morning.” Now, 
that is a plan that anybody would certainly go 
for. No sleep for me tonight! Johan was sure to 
tell me to “bring the magic Dead Down Wind 
juice to the blind for the swirling wind.” It was 
a very long night for me, but the rusk and hot 
coffee hit the spot! 

We were dropped off at the blind at day 
break. We quickly sprayed down and were 
getting the video camera ready when Johan 
grabbed me and turned my head to the right. 
Suddenly, an old sable bull appeared from the 
brush. Is this real or am I daydreaming while 
staring into the hot coals of an African fire? 
This can’t happen this fast, can it? The sable 
walked right to water but never stopped! He 
walked right through and back into the brush! 
Johan grabbed the DDW field spray and doused 
us one more time. He is apparently addicted 
to the “magic juice.” A big waterbuck came to 
the waterhole and started drinking. That’s all 
it took to convince the monster sable to come 
to water after he circled the blind first. Oh, no, 
the old circle-the-blind-and-scent-check trick! 
My knees were shaking, and I was expecting 
the load roar and stampede, but instead he 
literally walked beside the blind at 10 yards 
and stepped into the water and stopped at 20 
yards quartering away! As soon as he put his 
left-front leg forward, a 150-grain Buzzcut 

zipped through his pump station and skipped across the water! My head pounding 
and my vision blurred, the black-and-white-faced beast ran in slow motion to 50 
yards, stopped, and fell. I don’t recall what happened next as I was on adrenaline 
overload! I slowly began to regain my normalcy and joined Dad and Johan in the 
celebration. We calmed down and waited the scripted 30 minutes just to be sure 
while glassing the downed beast every ten seconds! I will never forget the feeling 
of amazement, gratitude, humbleness, accomplishment, and blessedness as I placed 
my hand on the magnificent animal. I stared at his scarred face and battered horns, 
and I could see my reflection in his eye. I’ve never seen that before. Today was 
meant to be! We took a ton of photos and headed back to camp. I spoke with our 
skinner, Hamilton (Matswani), on how much cape to save because I have a special 

The feeling, emotions and jump-
out-of-your skin excitement that you 
experience while watching someone 

live their dream is priceless!
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pose in my mind for this trophy. I can’t wait to get my hands on him in my taxidermy shop.
Marcel prepared some incredible kudu meat pies for lunch and fresh orange mango juice. 

It was the prettiest, tastiest juice that I ever had! Johan, Dad, and I discussed another plan. 
We came up with the idea of building a few tree stands along the river for warthogs and 
bushbuck. We gathered up wooden logs/poles and wire because no nails were within 
300 miles. We found a beautiful hook thorn tree right at the river bank overlooking a 
tall reed flat. With a little ingenuity and sweat, we had a couple really cool stands built 
surrounded by warthog trails. I reload my quiver with 150-grain Buzzcuts. I love the 
150-grain head because it hammers game like a .458 Magnum with total pass through! 
It’s perfect medicine for pigs when hit through the shoulders! 

So, up the tree I go for what I hope is a Bacon Bit parade. As I’m admiring the ocean 

Editor’s Note: All of the animal, except for the trophy head and meat consumed by the safari at 
the time, is provided to local villagers. This is true harvesting of game providing the villagers with 
needed protein and hides.  Learn about conservation, safety, game recipes and more at http://nssf.

org/hunting/HunterFactCard.cfm

Game 
On!BI
G

blue skies and the peaceful flow of the Limpopo River, thrashing of reeds draws my attention. A brown hyena runs out of the reeds 
and up the riverbank past my stand. Cool! Within minutes of that encounter, here comes a big tusker on the same trail. No time to 
waste as the 150 slices through the pig. I know Ms. Beautiful isn’t going far. Yup, that big tusk pig was a female! So I do what every 
smart hunter does - - give the critter at least 30 minutes, with hopes that another beast comes in! Yup, at minute 29.5 a big nasty boar 
arrives. He immediately smells the lava flow of blood and does a Nadia Comaneci, move to the right but I am already at full draw. Old 
Bacon Bits is quartering away, and I send another 150-grainer through his shoulder, and it exits the opposite side of the neck. Bacon 
Bits runs 20 yards and turns into Jeff Gordon doing laps at Dover! He does a few tight laps and is down in sight. 

I leave my bow hanging and walk over to Bacon Bits first. I’m pumped that he is a big pig with nice Ivory. I now start tracking 
Ms. Beautiful. At 60 yards, I spot her and I’m just about ready to talk to myself in celebration when I spot Ol’ Civet cat admiring her 
awesome beauty. Ol’ Civet was so focused on Ms. Beautiful that he had no idea that I was just 20 yards behind him. I go into super-
quiet-yet-speedy-stealth mode back to my tree stand for my bow! Never leave your bow behind! To my surprise, Ol’ Civet is still 
whispering sweet nothings to Ms. Beautiful when I return so I send a 150 through his vitals ruining his moment with Ms. Beautiful. 
Such a love story with a happy ending! I shot 4 warthogs from this stand during this trip. Marcel will have tons of bacon bits for her 
salads and plenty of salt pork for breakfast! Ol’ Civet is a once-in-a-lifetime trophy! To be continued.   

Stay tuned for part two. The bushbuck, klipspringer, spur-winged goose, and monster catfish action is unreal! We even break out 
the recurve on warthogs!

“Every kid is waiting to be invited outdoors. Ask them!”   
Get your GRUBS on!

Ty Weaver

My impala.
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When people think of long-range 
rifles, usually the first image that comes 
to mind is that of a big, burly, bolt-
action rifle with a barrel long enough 
to just reach out and poke your targets 
with. I, however, am part of a growing 
group of people that picture the iconic 
AR platform in a large caliber when I 
think of a long-range rifle. For a long 
time, people looked over the AR, 
specifically the AR-10, for long-range 
rifles because a vast majority of them 
couldn’t uphold the one-hole accuracy 
of a good, long-range, bolt-action rifle. 
That, however, has started to change 
as AR rifles have started to become 
precision instruments that are easily 
capable of quarter Minute Of Angle 
(MOA) accuracy or better when built 
with quality in mind. One such rifle is 
the LAR-8 from Rock River Arms. It is 
an AR-10 platform rifle chambered in 
.308 and is performance ready.

The rifle comes from the factory 
with a Hogue pebble-grain, rubber, 
finger-groove pistol grip. I generally 
dislike finger-groove grips, but this 

all of my hits at the MGM Ironman 
where the bonus shots ranged from 550 
yards to 910 yards where I only had two 
make-up shots. All of my shooting was 
done from a Harris bi-pod with only 
some performed with a rear sandbag.

My Rock River Arms LAR-8 Varmint 
A4 fired all these rounds with no 
problems at all, which impressed me, as 
it is brand new. I have heard that Rock 
River Arms rifles are highly reliable - 
that is why they won the DEA contract 
- but it is reassuring to experience this 
reliability for myself. I tried to make 
the rifle jam by holding it away from 
my shoulder, then firing from the 
waist - it never jammed. The rifle was 
not cleaned or lubricated during the 
shooting session, though I had cleaned 
and lubricated it beforehand. I didn’t 
spend as much time with this rifle as 
I did others, but in the time I did I was 
very impressed with how it handled. I 
ran this rifle through all of the paces I 
could, and not a thing held it back. I can 
definitely say that this rifle is a sound 
investment for the professional or the 

Hogue fit my (size large) hand pretty 
well and offers excellent control of 
the weapon, as well as good reach to 
the trigger, magazine release, and bolt 
catch with the firing hand still in the 
firing position. The rifle comes with 
an aluminum, free-float hand guard 
that comfortably fits in your hand and 
provides a great grip. This hand guard 
is what keeps the 26-inch, bull-barrel 
rifle securely attached to the gun. It has 
a fixed A2 style butt stock that is great 
for precision shooting. The rifle uses 
20-round FN FAL magazines that are 
battle-proven reliable.

My rifle came without any sights so I 
equipped it with a Swarovski Z5 in 3.5 
to 18 power scope with a ballistic drop 
reticle. This made the rifle practical to 
shoot from 9 to 900 yards. When I took 
it to the range, I was very impressed. 
The rifle held groups ranging from ½ to 
1 MOA with all brands of ammo with 
the best being Black Hills 168-grain 
match ammo producing a group of .47 
inches at 100 yards. My shooting at 
long-range was great, as well as I got 

By: Cody Leeper (19) and 
Danny Riordan (18)
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beginner and is suitable for short-range 
or long-range use or for competition or 
hunting. This rifle fills the in-between 
niche for the AR-10.

Danny Riordan (From shooting the 
Rock River Arms LAR-8 Varmint A4 
for the first time during stage three at 
the MGM Ironman in 2013.)

This stage in particular was special 
because the shooter had the option of 
using a fourth gun. A long-range rifle 
could be used to engage targets at 500, 
750, and 920 yards. For me, this was 
the most enjoyable part of the stage by 
far. The Rock River Arms .308 rifle, 
provided by Junior Shooters magazine, 
that I used performed exceptionally. 

The rifle was dead-on sighted in on 
the 500-yard targets and hit them with 
ease. Also, the rifle’s recoil impulse 
was such that I could watch the trace of 
the bullet all the way to the target and 
use it to dial in my trusty “Kentucky 
Windage” adjustments. With the rifle, I 

hit all five LaRue knockdown targets at 
500 yards, all five hits at 750 yards, and 
then moved on to the 920-yard target, 
but sadly, after my second shot, I timed 
out. But, even with timing out, for me, 
it still was the most fun stage of the 
entire match. 

Editor’s note: The LAR-8 was used on the long-range portion of stage three of 
the MGM Ironman the last two years with great success. After this past year, we 
decided to have it Cerakoted with a camouflage pattern to be used for predator 
and varmint shooting, coyotes, and wolves. We removed the Swarovski Z5 scope 
and replaced it with an Alpen Apex 4-16X Xtreme performance scope with a 
BDC reticle. The unique camouflage Cerakote, designed and applied by Paul 
from Ding-go Coatings came out really nice, and we will be using him for some 
more Cerakote work in the future. www.dinggocoatings.com (208)867-4295.

Rock River Arms LAR-8 .308 Varmint A4 26-
inch barrel, Swarovski Z5 3.5-18X 544P Ballistic 
reticle with a level, WARNE RAMP scope mount, 
Harris bipod from Brownells, Magpul MBUS 
offset sights for backup. Andrew Langerak at 
the 2013 MGM Ironman; stage 3.

See Editor’s note below.

One flyer, but three rounds 0.75 inches at 100 yards.

Danny Riordan shooting the 
LAR-8 Varmint A4 on stage 3 
of the 2013 MGM Ironman.
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tactical and self-defense indoor/outdoor training facility that
provides for the ultimate training experience.
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STANDARD FEATURES:
• Accommodates Over 160 Calibers
• Uses Standard 7/8” x 14 Dies
• Loading Rate: 500-600 Rds./Hr.
• Comes With One Caliber Conversion
• Interchangeable Toolhead Assembly
• Automatic Powder Measure
• Automatic Primer System
• Lifetime Warranty

RL 550B
Progressive Reloader

Dillon Precision’sDillon Precision’s

dillonprecision.com
For FREE Catalog # K05-14690, call 800-762-3845
dillonprecision.com

Pictured here with 
optional accessories:

.45 ACP Die Set              K05-14404
Strong Mount                 K05-22051
Alum. Roller Handle       K05-17950
Low Powder Sensor        K05-16306
Aluminum Bullet Tray     K05-22214
RL 550 Toolholder with Wrench Set
                                      K05-11541
Cartridge Case Bin/Bracket
                                      K05-11185
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   What’s 
            in Your Bag?

Some of the items that a well-prepared shooter should always have are glasses for eye protection and earplugs for hearing 
protection for safety. You should always have extra glasses just in case you lose your primary pair or you need to loan a pair 
to an observer. Always have more ammunition than you need and have your magazines preloaded. That way if you are first, 
you can just grab those and get a good walkthrough in instead of loading magazines. It is necessary to have a trauma kit that 
includes compression bandages and a tourniquet for bullet-hole injuries and a basic med kit for minor cuts and bruises. Also, 
try to add a CPR mask and triangle bandages to your med kit if possible. My dad has taught me how to use all of the medical 
equipment in my bag, but if I forget, someone else might know and be able to use it. My dad, who has been competitively 
shooting for twenty-five years, says that even though the shooting sports do have an excellent safety record accidents do 
happen. He says that after you’ve been around people with guns long enough someone is going to get hurt.  Recently at the 
Pro-Am in Kentucky, we observed an AR-15 that was put on safe and placed in a dump barrel go off, firing a round into 
the pavement.  Later at this same competition, a competitor fell, twisting his knee and dropping his gun which went flying 
through the air. Either of these incidents could have been far worse.  

You should always have water; that way you can stay hydrated, and you will not wilt. I myself have a minimum of 
164 ounces of water at all times; that’s a CamelBak bladder and two Nalgene bottles. I also have single-serving packs of 
Gatorade powdered mix and Gatorade chews in case I need to replace my electrolytes or get an extra boost that water alone 
can’t provide.   

The prepared shooter should always have a rule book for your specific discipline of shooting; that way you can refer to 
it if you have any concerns or questions. Another really good item to have is sunblock lotion so you don’t end up like a red 
pepper; trust me, I can account for that. A few snacks between meals is a good idea, especially if you’re growing like me. 

Another thing a shooter must have is a small cleaning kit with a sectioned rod with some lube to keep your guns running. It 
is important to have a good selection of replacement parts including fiber optics, magazine springs, 
recoil springs, and firing-pin springs, to name a few, so you can fix your gun if need be.  I have a 
pen for score sheets and a note pad for observations and notes. Two simple and easy to get, yet often 
overlooked items, are large trash bags and a disposable rain poncho.  The trash bags are for your gun 
bag so it stays dry, and the disposable rain poncho is for you so you don’t get wet. I have a sweat 
towel and eyeglass cleaner, and they are very useful, too. You also might want matches for your fiber 
optics, gloves, Chap Stick, and some tissues.

Also, don’t forget to have a good multi-tool in your bag in case you have to repair a piece of 
equipment. My dad had to do an emergency repair on my new holster with a multi-tool at the 
MGM 3 Gun Junior Camp so when I drew it didn’t hit the magazine release. Some Allen wrenches, 

By: Joseph 

Murray (13)

When I sat down to write another article for Junior Shooters Magazine, I was a little 
overwhelmed. I had just participated in the MGM Junior 3-Gun Camp and the Pro-Am 3 Gun 
match. With my head still spinning from information overload, I (with my mom and dad) 
thought it would be a good idea to keep things simple. So we sat down to think of a good topic 
that was relevant to the last couple of months of hitting the ranges during my preparation for 
the MGM Junior Camp and the Pro-Am 3 Gun match.

I have been shooting competitively for about three years now in .22 Ruger rimfire, USPSA 
pistol and 3-gun matches. Up until about three months ago, I had an ill-equipped range bag 
without the necessary equipment because I was just starting out on my competitive shooting 
journey. Now I have a good range bag with all of the things necessary for a day on the range. 
In this article, I hope to show you all of the components of a good and well-thought-out range 
bag. With the understanding that guns, ammo, holsters and the like are with you already, my 
focus is on all the other items you should or could haul around with you. My dad put these 
items into a CamelBak Motherlode backpack that should last me another twenty years. 
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   What’s 
            in Your Bag?

Our scope mounts Return to Zero all across the globe. 
We think it’s about time to “Set Your Sights on Warne” and put our guarantee to test. 

You’ll be set for life.

» Quickly detach and reattach the Maxima QD rings with no loss of zero.

» Square recoil control key for positive engagement of ring to base.

» Indexable lever allows placement of the levers in any position desired. 

» Rings securely mount around scope using 4 Torx style T-15 socket cap screws, 25 in/lb. of torque recommended.

RETURNS TO ZERO EVERY TIME... 
GUARANTEED.

MADE IN

USA

WWW.WARNESCOPEMOUNTS.COM

IDEAL HEIGHT FOR AR PLATFORMS

torque wrenches and screwdrivers to adjust your sights also come in 
handy, and you should also have some Loctite so you can fix loose 
screws and parts. Some holster and extra magazine pouch parts can 
come in handy. For cleaning purposes, you should also include bore 
snakes and Q-tips. Pro grip can also be included in your bag for wet 
conditions and sweaty hands. Bug spray can be worth its weight in 
gold when it’s muggy so, therefore, it is very important. I also have a 
glasses repair kit in my bag.   

Now, that is just my setup. Yours may vary, but it is probably 
similar. Although, when you are going to a practice session, you may 
not need all of the bells and whistles. For instance, if you are going 
to a pistol-only practice, there is no need for a scope cleaner, so use 
your discretion.  Lastly, bring a good attitude so you can have fun.  

That’s what is in my bag, 
  what’s in yours? TELL US 

WHAT’S IN 
YOUR 

BAG! 
www.juniorshooters.net!

?Smart,
Safe,
Prepared! 
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Congratulates Our Winners
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Montana 

      Multigun
It was a warm August Thursday morning in central western Montana. About 25 guys showed up at 

the High Ore gun range in Boulder to begin transforming faceless bays into Match Director Austin Hecker’s dreams -- our 
nightmares. There were people to move things, weld, and build different parts of the stages. We took Austin’s plans and 
brought them to life -- the beginning for the Montana State Multigun.

On Friday, I was eager to tackle the course. The people who helped set up were beta testers for the following day. 
Adjustments were made as issues were found in all of the bays. In some cases, the stages were found to be too long with 
even the top shooters timing out the 400-second stage time limit.

Saturday, 9:30 a.m., the fun really begins. The High Ore Range is packed full of people from all over the country. We 
are there today to help with the running of the match, helping out the match director and the range officers with what was 
needed on a stage. 

By: Joshua Cronenwett (14)

October 2013

The spinner is on the hill to your right. Start out with your rifle. You’re trying to 
hit the spinner and flip it. Advance toward the center of the bay to shoot five paper 
targets to your left and five paper targets to your right, which are strategically 
placed behind barrels, so you MUST be very aware of your 180. Now, you have a 
choice between pistol and shotgun, coming back to the other later.  I chose pistol.  

First, you go slightly to your left and do two hits each on four BCC plates, 
knock down the plates on a plate rack, and under the plate rack are two pepper 
poppers which are two shots each. Again, to the left, are five US poppers and one 
auto popper. A little further to your left is a spinner, a Polish plate, and a plate 
rack. Ditch the pistol, grab your shotgun, and shoot ten KO plates.

This bay is a shooting lane. You start with the rifle. There is a dueling tree and three 
steel targets at the end of the bay, two paper targets to the right about 20 feet away, 
and two flashers on the hill. You abandon the rifle and can choose either the shotgun 
or pistol. I chose shotgun first. On your left, you’ve got a slug paper target, three KO 
targets, and a spinner. On your right, you’ve got a slug paper target and three plates. 
Drop the shotgun and grab your pistol. There are KO plates to your left, one paper 
target to your right. Then, to your left, you’ve got a double spinner; the front plates are 
welded on, so if you hit them, they don’t go down. You must hit the plates in the back.

You start with the shotgun loaded and your rifle slung on your back. You proceed to the 
line and hit a slug target twice, hit two KO plates, one plate rack, and then three more KO 
plates. You then shoot a double spinner, two more KO plates, and a slug target. Drop the 
shotgun, grab your pistol and shoot through a steel plate with an octagonal shape cut into it, 
and try to hit two steel targets. Abandon the pistol, run up a hill and then run up a ramp, and 
unsling the rifle as you go. At the top of the ramp is a wall with a window. Lay down on the 
ramp and shoot four double-tap lollipop targets at 100, 200, 300, and 400 yards.

“ ...a tough match 
with a lot of very 
good shooters...”

STAGE ONE

STAGE TWO

STAGE THREE
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I felt exhilarated that I have completed some of the best stages I have seen yet. I did not like stage one; the way it was 
planned out did not seem right at all. I felt that the pistol targets being in the middle caused some overall staging issues 
and would have flowed better if they had been first. The plate with the octagon cut was particularly rough due to this 
placement.  Stage three has got to be my favorite. I really like double bays, and the first bay had a ton of shotgun use 
with movement and then those tiny targets with the rifle through the no-shoot paper.  At the second bay having multiple 
activators with barriers, popping and swinging targets, just made it a blast.  

In the overall standings, I placed 67 out of 80. In my division, I placed 21 out of 25. This is a big improvement for me 
over last year.  This is a tough match with a lot of very good shooters coming to compete.  

This is a two-bay stage. Bay one is rifle and shotgun. Starting with the 
shotgun, in a doorway to your left, are three US poppers that, when they fall, 
they flip up a clay bird. A little to the right is a double shotgun spinner, two 
paper slug targets, a plate rack, and two more poppers with clays.  Step back, 
abandon the shotgun, pick up your rifle and shoot three pepper poppers that 
are behind no-shoot paper targets that have holes in them. With your rifle, run 
to the bay to your right and shoot a series of five paper targets that are almost 
directly in front of you, about 75 feet away. Put down the rifle, go diagonally to 
your right, pulling your pistol, step on a pressure plate which activates a double 
spinner which goes in opposite directions. The front plate spins faster and are 
no-shoots. Moving forward diagonally to your left, there are two double-tap 
poppers, and in the center of that is a steel plate. Zigzag to your right, step on 
another pressure plate that drops a weight from a Polish plate rack which releases 
a pin that activates a drop turner.  Shoot the Polish plate rack and a paper target.

STAGE FOUR



Source Code:  EBP

ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES

Everything you need to 
maintain, repair, customize 

and shoot your guns
All products 

100% GUARANTEED – 
FOREVER

brownells.com
 800-741-0015

Order our 
 catalog
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I am 14 years old and currently hold an A ranking 

in United States Practical Pistol Association 

(USPSA) Production, and a B ranking in USPSA 

Limited. At this point, my two biggest events are 

USPSA and Steel Challenge Shooting Association 

(SCSA), although I will be shooting my first 3-Gun 

match in September, thanks to Junior Shooters 

magazine.

I shoot primarily at our home club which is th
e 

Holmen Rod and Gun Club in Holmen, Wisconsin. 

This spring for the first tim
e, Holmen added steel 

challenge. After our first local steel challenge match 

in March, I w
as hooked. I lo

ve shooting steel! I 

also greatly enjoy USPSA, but steel challenge has 

won me over.

The match atmosphere at steel challenge feels 

lighter. I believe this is because steel challenge 

is less intimidating than USPSA for a number of 

reasons. First o
f all, there is very little

 movement 

on most stages and no movement forward and 

backward, so there is very little
 chance of breaking 

180 degrees. Secondly, there are only five plates to 

shoot at each stage, so it is p
retty simple to devise a 

plan of attack. Thirdly, .22 caliber pistols/rifl
es are 

allowed. When shooting them, one does not have 

By: James de Lambert (14)

Shooting Steel 
Challenge

I am 14 years old

to draw from a holster, which simplifies the 
process for newer shooters. Additionally, the 
match moves very quickly as the individual 
strings move along quickly and so does the 
painting of targets between shooters. Lastly, 
the scoring is simple: it’s all time-based, with 
no Alpha, Bravos, Charlies, or Deltas point-
scoring such as used in USPSA.If Holmen had offered steel challenge when 

I first joined the club, I likely would have 
started competing younger, as I would have 
started steel challenge with my .22 pistol. I 
feel SCSA is going to open the door to more 
people and will ultimately help increase 
membership in USPSA and 3-Gun, because it 
is a natural first step.I just really like drawing and shooting as 

fast as I can, and that is what steel challenge is 
all about. If you haven’t tried SCSA, I highly 
recommend it!

A Natural First Step!

“I love 
shooting 
steel!”

“I was 
hooked!”

“It’s pretty 

simple!”



Optional monopod 
conceals in pistol grip.

Reversible Picatinny rail
 mount conceals in forend.

Store two magazines in
fully adjustable buttstock.

Available in 3 Camo Patterns or Classic Black.

Transform your trusty old 10-22® 
into a whole new beast.

Barrel insert adapts to 
standard or bull barrels.

Unleash Your Options 
with the AdTac M4 

Adaptive Tactical Stock. 

Muddy Girl Legends Camo Kryptek Highlander Classic Black

Sold Exclusively by Lyman Products
www.lymanproducts.com

NEW Take-Down
Model for 2014!
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MS1 SLING - MSRP $34.95

PARACLIP 
MSRP $9.95

QD SWIVEL 
MSRP $14.95

MS1 MS4 ADAPTER
MSRP $24.95

MS1 MS3 ADAPTER  
 MSRP $15.95

MS1 MS3-QD ADAPTER 
MSRP $20.95

THE MS1  
SLING SYSTEM  
COMPONENTS

ONE SLING FOR ALL MISSIONS
DEDICATED ADJUSTABLE TWO-POINT BASE SLING, THE MS1 
Built on the new MS1 slider for rapid, secure adjustments 
with no loops, tails, or snags. High durability 1-1/4”  
webbing and reinforced polymer hardware construction. 
Generous overall length with complete adjustability to fit  
all gear configurations.

VERSATILITY AND ADJUSTABILITY
Fit buckles allow changing out attachment hardware  
for different applications. Optional Magpul adapters and 
connectors allow one-point convertibility. Compatible  
with all 1-1/4” sling hardware and attachments.

100% made in the U.S.A. and Berry Amendment compliant.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.MAGPUL.COM

Multi-Mission Sling System

Shooter ready.

colt.com      800.962.colt              facebook.com/coltfirearmS              @coltfirearmS

 

colt iS a proud SponSor  
of Junior ShooterS everywhere.
for a century and a half, colt has had an unwavering commitment to quality and dependability 
that can still be seen in every firearm we produce. the colt Gold cup® gives competitive 
shooters a gun they can take directly from the dealer’s showcase to the firing line.
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*Great Indoor/
outdoor actIvIty

*new clubs FormInG

CowBoy Fast Draw

Visit our website at:

{ {

}
EvEr WondEr HoW Fast You Would HavE sHot 

In an old WEst GunFIGHt? 

JoIn today!!!

}

*Great sport For the 
whole FamIly!

noW You 
Can 

FInd out!

cowboy Fast draw assocIatIon

P.O. Box 5 • Fernley, NV 89408 • 775-575-1802

www.cowboyfastdraw.com

Dedicated to the Cowboy Way

Real HolsteRs, Real Guns, witH wax Bullets

Made in USA
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By: Perry Hintz

Choosing a Gun for a 

 Youth Trap 

Shooter

Many parents have the misconception that 
they have to show up for the first practice with 
a shiny new gun for their new sport. I am a firm 
believer that you should not buy a gun until 
you actually shoot a few different guns under a 
coach’s eye to see how they feel and fit.

Why do I take such a hardline stand? We’ve seen 

numerous instances of kids showing up for the first 

practice with a brand new gun that was the furthest thing 

from what they needed to make clay target shooting 

enjoyable and fun. The kids get discouraged, the parents 

dig deeper into their pockets or they abandon the sport.

For the first practice it’s OK to bring one of grandpas old Winchester Model 12’s 

or Remington 870s to see if they even enjoy pulling the trigger. Our team has been 

building and inventory of “club guns” that we make available to our new shooters 

to try to find what gun they feel most comfortable with. We have a selection of 

20gauge and 12 gauge pumps, autos, singles, and over/under models. They include 

CZ 712 CLS adjustable, Remington 870’s, 1100’s, 11-87s, Browning BT-99s in 

both micro and full sized models. We have several coaches who also bring various 

personal guns for young athletes to try during early season practices.

After years of coaching on a Scholastic Clay 

Target Program (SCTP) trap team, we have all 

heard the question, “What gun should we buy for 

our son or daughter?” My answer is, “NONE!”

There are many types of shotguns 
and each is designed with a specific 
purpose in mind: field guns, 
sporting guns, trap guns, combos 
all of which can be manufactured as 
pumps, semi-automatics or break 
actions (usually over and under 
barrels) but can be single barrel 
or side-by-side configurations. 
What is different? The length of 
the barrels, the length and height 
of the comb (stock), the point of 
impact, (POI) which is the height 
of the shot pattern measured at the 
typical distance a target is broken 
at.  Trap guns are usually heavier 
than field or sporting models. Is it 
a fixed choke or does the gun have 
interchangeable choke tubes that 
control the size of the shot pattern?

Having a gun that is comfortable for the athlete, can be adjusted to fit properly, 

create a good sight picture, will have less recoil and make shooting more enjoyable 

and the scores will improve quickly. As a coach there is nothing better than a big 

smile on a new shooter walking off the line following a new personal best round.

So you made it through the first couple practices and have tried some different guns. 
Get back together with the coach and discuss some of the different guns, their strengths 
and weaknesses and determine a budget. A coach might recommend to start with a gun 
that the family already owns and use it as is or make modifications such as a moleskin 
pad on the comb to assist in getting a proper sight picture, or have an adjustable butt-
plate mounted on the stock to prevent canting. 

In the event that you make the decision to purchase a target shotgun, where 

do you start to look? Keep your options open, as there are many sources for 

guns where you can touch and feel. You can find some of the best deals by 

checking the bulletin boards at local gun clubs. Often, there are shooters who 

have upgraded or are cleaning out the safe who have guns posted for sale. 

There are sporting good retailers around the state that have many guns in 

stock.
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Another is the Internet. Gunbroker.com is the Worlds largest online gun 

auction site and has thousands of new and used guns listed at anytime. 

Trapshooters.com and several others have classified ads special for trap 

guns. There are hundreds of reputable gun shops that have extensive 

inventories to view and buy online. If you do buy a gun on line, it must be 

shipped to a local Federal Firearm Licensed (FFL) dealer for face-to-face 

pick-up. You must pass a background check when purchasing firearms 

here in Wisconsin. Editor’s note: All states require an FFL dealer check 

with the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) to 

check if the buyer is eligible to purchase a firearm.

In the case of my son, he started at age 13 with a Remington 1100 LT-20. It was a gun his grandfather gave 

to him for pheasant hunting. We quickly learned that it was too small and shot too flat to be effective for him 

on the trap field. One of our assistant coaches offered Jordan his personal Browning BT-99 to shoot. After two 

practices using that gun, we made the decision to visit Gander Mountain and bought his own BT-99. He used 

that gun for two years and it took him to the Wisconsin State Championship. By then he was hooked and trap 

shooting became a four- to five-day-a-week  habit so we found him a used Browning XT combo with a 34” 

Unsingle and 32” O/U which he shot for three years. Last year he moved into a Kolar Max combo that will last 

him the rest of his life.  I was fortunate to buy both of the Brownings for the right price and sell them for near 

what I paid or them making the upgrade path less painful on my pocketbook.

The point of my son’s story is when young shooters first take up 

the sport, none of us, even the shooters themselves, know if they 

will be a once-a-week shooter just there to hang with their friends, 

turn into a league shooter, a serious ATA shooter or have Olympic 

aspirations. Whatever path they follow our goal as coaches is try 

to make it enjoyable and allow the young athletes to make the 

most out of the program and keep it within the families resources.

There are dozens of choices in target shotguns, and any 
of them might be right for a particular athlete’s situation. 
There are used Model 12 or Remington 870 Trap models 
that can be found for under $500 ($900 new) to Browning 
BT-99s for $750 ($1200 new) Remington 3200 O/U for 
$1,200 on up to Browning Citori’s and Beretta 682’s for 
under $2,000, CZ-USA Redhead Target, Beretta 391 semi-
autos, a Winchester SX3, or several SKB models that can be 
bought new for well under $1500. The numbers of choices 
available are way to many to list.

A gun that fits 
properly and can be 
adapted as a child 
grows is important; 
you would be 
amazed how teens 
grow and how much 
we are adjusting gun 
fit from year to year 
and even halfway 
through a year. Get 
advice from your 
coaches to make 
the right decision 
for your family’s 
situation. After all, 
trapshooting is a 
family sport!

Editor’s note: Mossberg’s adjustable youth models and 

new FLEX system provides an outstanding first shotgun 

at a reasonable price to try out for the first time and get 

some ideas on where to go from there.
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One of the most important things we 
stress to the parents of new shooters 
is to make shooting enjoyable for our 
young athletes. Just as there are huge 
differences in guns, there are huge 
differences in shotgun shells, and they 
all have different purposes. I’ll focus 
on 16-yard trap singles. There are four 
different main things to look: shot 
shells, payload (weight of lead shot), 
speed (measured in FPS), and the size of 
the shot. The rules of trap limit shot size 
to no larger than No. 7.5 and not more 
than 1-1/8 oz. of shot. There are also 
restrictions on the speed that vary with 
the amount of shot.

Just because the rules allow 1-1/8 oz. 
loads at up to 1290 FPS does not mean 
that you should shoot the maximum 
load. It’s simple basic physics: Heavier 
payload and faster speed equal more 

By: Perry Hintz

recoil. More recoil is harder on your 
body, wears you out quicker, and 
shooting heavy loads can also lead to 
bad habits such as flinching or lifting 
your head off of the stock, either of 
which will most certainly lead to a lost 
target. Quite frankly, when I go out to 
shoot 100 rounds, I don’t like to get a 
sore shoulder and a bruised cheek!

We always stress to the new shooters 
on our team to shoot 7/8 oz. or 1 oz. 
loads for 12 gauge and 3/4 oz. for 20 
gauges. My personal favorite for 16-
yard trap is a 1oz. 8.5 at 1180 FPS.  
Another popular choice is a 1-1/8 oz. 
No. 8 load at a slower 1145 FPS, which 
is more than enough speed for 16-yard 
trap. Both of those loads have the same 
amount of pellets due to the smaller size 
of the No. 8.5 shot. I would use the 1 oz. 
for most days and save the 1-1/8 oz. load 

for windy or cold conditions.
On our SCTP team, we purchase 

several hundred flats (10 boxes 
of 25 to a flat) early in the season, 
and this reduces cost and gives us 
better control over the athletes. We 
have compared multiple times, and 
it comes out at least $1.00 to $2.00 
per box of 25 less by purchasing this 
way rather than buying four-packs 
or single boxes at big-box stores. 
Depending on how much each 
young athlete shoots a week, this 
can lead to several hundred dollars 
of savings over a season.

A proper-fitting gun with a 
comfortable load will equal higher 
scores in the long run over a heavy 
load nearly every time.


